CAPITOL LAKE – DESCHUTES ESTUARY
Long-Term Management Project

Environmental Impact Statement

Meeting Notes Summary
Date: Nov. 21, 2019
Location: Jefferson Building

Time: 1 to 3 p.m.
CLDE EIS: Funding and Governance Work
Topic: Group Meeting

Meeting Participants

Work Group M embers
• Ray Peters, Squaxin Island Tribes
• John Doan, City of Tumwater
• Jeff Gadman, Thurston County
• Rich Hoey, City of Olympia
• Justin Long, LOTT Clean Water Alliance
• Kristin Swenddal, Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR)
• Lynne McGuire, Department of Enterprise Services

Department of Enterprise Services
• Carrie Martin

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Consultants/Facilitators
• Lorelei Juntunen, ECONorthwest

• Jessi Massingale, Floyd|Snider

• Sarah Reich, ECONorthwest

• Ray Outlaw, EnviroIssues

Others
• Sue Patnude

• Steve Shanewise

Meeting Notes Summary

Welcome and Introductions
Jessi Massingale welcomed attendees to the Nov. 21, 2019 Funding and Governance Work Group
(FGWG) meeting. She noted a few members were either delayed or unable to participate (Port
of Olympia) and briefly reviewed the agenda.
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R eview Changes to Previous M eeting M aterials
Sarah Reich briefly reviewed materials from previous discussions that have been revised to reflect
feedback from the FGWG, noting that additional comments are welcome during the discussion.

Changes to Economic Foundations for Funding and Governance Presentation
Sarah summarized changes to the Benefit Flows and Funding Mechanisms tables (see
presentation pages 17 and 18) and Funding Mechanisms (page 20). Changes were highlighted in
blue.
Question: Can you clarify what direct funding means?
Any type of funding that is transferred as a result of a legal agreement.

Changes to Supplementary Funding and Governance Tables
Sarah described changes to these tables were indicated with dark borders (changes summarized
below).
Governance Models
•

Special District – Description

•

Public Development Authority – Revenues Accepted

•

Legal Agreement – Examples

•

Non-profit – Examples

•

Joint Municipal Utility Authority – All columns

Funding Models
•

Direct Funding: Direct Transfers – Who Pays

Question: How does the work we are talking about here fit into a Joint Municipal Utility Authority?
Lorelei explained there is interesting applicability to this project. This structure allows multiple
organizations to join management and funding authority to manage an entity. Jessi said that this
leadership model is unique because it can proceed with existing leadership without needing to
create a new body. Lorelei added it may not be particularly useful for upfront costs, but it could
be very useful for long-term management.
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Lorelei noted the work of the FGWG is about collecting possible funding and governance options
to discuss going forward. The team brought these changes back to the FGWG to ensure they
captured what was shared accurately and confirm these tables capture the full range of options
to consider going forward.

Cost Component Exercise and Discussion
Lorelei recognized the difficulty in moving forward not knowing the preferred alternative and
noted the objective is to get as far as possible in identifying a funding and governance model
considering components that are common across all alternatives.
She introduced a series of exercises aimed at better understanding who potentially benefits from
the project. The exercises help identify places of agreement and where there may be tension
and/or disagreement. She asked the group to, without commitment, share feedback that will
then be summarized and distributed to the FGWG organizations for additional feedback.

Anonymous Poll: Who Do You Think Benefits?
Attendees were provided a worksheet with potential benefits organized underneath the four
project objectives. Sarah asked participants to indicate on their worksheet where benefits might
accrue for organizations. This will be used to begin to bridge between the economic framework
and the implications for who should be responsible for or contribute to funding. Sarah noted that
participants could add other organizations not listed in the “other” column and indicate multiple
benefits.
Question: Can you explain Science and Education? Does it include lowering carbon footprint, for
example?
Projects like this provide opportunities for people to conduct research and learn lessons. This
category is more about the larger contribution to scientific knowledge and its application to other
potentially analogous projects in the future. It’s the opportunity for this to function as a learning
lab.
Question: When it says Thurston County, what do we mean? I am assuming that means generally,
the unincorporated areas beyond Olympia and Tumwater.
Yes, that seems like a responsible definition. Question: When we say Olympia or Tumwater, are
we talking about the jurisdictions or the citizens?
Citizens with the city as a vehicle.
Question: What is Traded-Sector Activity?
Entities that bring revenue from outside, into the region, such as the Port of Olympia or the state
capitol.
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Q: What is downstream recreation?
Activities beyond the lake boundaries.

Dot Exercise 1 – What Is Your Biggest Priority? What Do You Care Most About?
In the next exercise, using a similar chart on the wall, each participant was asked to consider the
same question from the organization’s perspective. Each participant then placed a dot (blue) in
the column representing the greatest benefit and a second dot (orange) in the cell representing
the second greatest benefit to their organization.
Jessi explained the four key goals are a product of Phase 1; they are interconnected, but it is
possible to achieve one and not the other.
The participants participated in a brief discussion before placing their dots.
Comment: Sea level rise (SLR) is a very important impact for Olympia so I picked ecological
function.
Comment: The entire project hinges on whether we can figure out how to manage sediment.
Comment: LOTT is also very concerned about SLR.
Comment: If you start with ecological functions you will have the ability to achieve other
objectives. It is the key to being able to do the other things.
Comment: Enhancing ecological function is broad enough to encompass improving water quality.
Comment: Sediment management is critical.
Comment: Without flood control or fish habitat, we won’t have recreation.
Comment: If you think about sediment management, enhancing ecological functions and
improving water quality in terms of costs, they probably greatly outweigh restoring community
use. Alternatively, because we haven’t done the others community use doesn’t exist.
Lorelei noted that most public revenue comes from restoring community use and most care
about this but it’s not the place to start.
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Summary of Results

The exercise image reflects the results during the meeting. Additional coordination is occurring with the Port of Olympia to
incorporate their participation in this exercise as well.

Dot Exercise 2 – What (alternative cost component) Do You Have A Responsibility or Interest To
Contribute To?
Participants were asked to complete a similar dot exercise, this time indicating who should have
the greatest responsibility to contribute to a cost component. Sarah described the cost
components to be considered.
Question: Are we talking about existing stormwater outfalls that drain into Capitol Lake?
Yes
Lorelei clarified this exercise is not extremely detailed, but it will help identify the questions that
we need to really focus in on. For example, is someone missing at this table?
Comment: I’m hesitant that a dot may be seen as an endorsement of an alternative.
Question: Is the adaptive management plan to improve water quality focused on the lake or does
it include Budd Inlet?
This work is focused on the lake basin.
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Comment: WSDOT should be involved related to stormwater from Interstate 5 and US 101.
Jessi noted the team would reach out to the Port to get their feedback since they were not
present. She added that the synergy around ecological function and sediment management
aligns well with the optimized alternatives to be discussed today as they were a product of the
measurable evaluation process which is built on the project goals. The group agreed that
sediment management is different depending on the alternative selected.
Summary of Results

The exercise image reflects the results during the meeting. Additional coordination is occurring with the Port of Olympia to
incorporate their participation in this exercise as well.

Anonymous Poll: Who Do You Think Benefits?
Lorelei asked the group to complete the final exercise by entering name(s) of entities that might
have a responsibility or interest in contributing.
Comment: I have a difficult time responding because it’s dependent on the alternative.
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Lorelei asked the participants to include notes if that helps to articulate specific thoughts. She
thanked the group for their participation noting it is helpful to move forward from previous
conversations. The team will synthesize this feedback and come back with ideas for how to move
forward. The team may also need to have some one-on-one conversations. Participants were
also invited to share thoughts after the meeting if needed.

N ext M eeting
Jessi said the next meeting will likely occur in April. The team typically provides the meeting
summary within one month. In parallel there may be some follow-up discussion. Consistent with
the past few meetings, the team will aim to provide materials in advance of the next meeting.
The first week of April is spring break; there are conflicts during the second and last weeks of
April. Jessi will send a Doodle poll to help schedule the next meeting. The team will also followup with the Port of Olympia since they were unable to attend today.
Comment: Having completed this exercise I would like to give gradations to each option, for
example assign a value to each entity.

EIS Schedule Update
Jessi shared the updated FGWG process map, which reflects a revised project schedule. The
schedule now targets issuance of the Draft EIS in mid-2021 (rather than Dec 2020). The Final EIS
is expected to be issued in 2022. The project schedule has been adjusted due to delays to the
bathymetric survey due to the Olympia oil spill. The team is proceeding with any work that is not
tied to the bathymetry, but many disciplines are reliant on these data. The bathymetric survey
contractor did reconnaissance last week to assess vegetation; conditions have improved but it is
still an issue for data quality. The survey is targeted for the end of 2019 or early 2020.
Question: On the last line, outcome, Draft Framework Common to All Alternatives, does that need
to shift also?
It will still align with and be included in the Draft EIS.
Question: Is the schedule dependent on additional funding? Is there any news?
It’s too early to know but there appears to be support from the legislature and staff.

Presentation of Optimized Alternatives
Jessi provided a brief recap of the Measurable Evaluation Process. There were numerous
alternatives and components that were proposed. The team entered this process by assessing
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the components based on the four project goals, technical and regulatory feasibility, and
economic and environmental sustainability. Jessi then presented the three alternatives that will
be advanced into the technical analysis.
The four project goals are referenced at the bottom of each map; the maps reflect components
that address those goals but the degree to which goals are achieved has not been assessed. That
information will be a component of the EIS.
Question: These are goals, we don’t know if they will achieve them?
That’s correct, the technical analyses will tell us how and to what degree these goals are
achieved.
The optimized alternatives as summarized below and at the meeting are reflected in the
alternative figures.

Managed Lake Alternative (see map)
•

Initial and maintenance dredging in North Basin only

•

Adaptive Management Plan to improve water quality

•

Restoration of boating and fishing

•

Transition to freshwater wetlands in South and Middle Basins

•

Boardwalk adjacent to ecological improvements in the Middle Basin

•

Adaptive Management Plan to maintain ecological functions

Estuary Alternative (see map)
•

Maintenance dredging to remove accumulated sediment

•

Removal of the Fifth Avenue Dam

•

Initial dredging in the Middle and North Basin channels

•

Restoration of boating and fishing in Middle and North Basins

•

Establish shoreline habitat within the Middle and North Basins

•

Boardwalk adjacent to ecological improvement in the South and Middle Basins

•

Adaptive Management Plan(s) to maintain ecological functions

Jessi explained that locations of maintenance dredging would be identified through modeling
with a focus in Budd Inlet.
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Jessi added that reuse of dredged sediment, common to all alternatives, is a significant element
that is based on economic and environmental sustainability.
Question: How wide is the dam now?
Approximately 100 feet.
Question: Is this the traditional and historic path of the natural channel?
It’s not drastically different, but this is still conceptual. The team needs the new bathymetry data
to learn more and complete the sediment transport and numerical modeling.
Question: Would the transportation corridors be maintained?
Yes. Enterprise Services has been talking to Olympia’s transportation planner and the team will
be looking at both impacts during construction and after.

Hybrid Alternative (see map)
•

Maintenance dredging to remove accumulated sediment

•

Removal of the Fifth Avenue Dam

•

Initial dredging in the Middle and North Basin channels

•

Adaptive Management Plan to improve water quality in the reflecting pool

•

Multi-modal trail on the retaining wall at the reflecting pool

•

Restoration of boating and fishing in Middle and North Basins

•

Boardwalk adjacent to ecological improvement in South and Middle Basins

•

Establish shoreline habitat within the Middle and North Basins

•

Adaptive Management Plan(s) to maintain ecological functions

Question: Is SLR a given under any all the alternatives?
Yes.
Question: The Estuary Alternative uses the existing footprint; did you give other considerations?
The team tried to stay within the existing footprint. On the west side of the North Basin, we need
to understand what the modeling will show.
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Question: Does anyone know how the shoreline follows the original delta?
The team is looking into bathymetry and topography dating back to the early 1900s. Dredging
will be focused on sediment added to the system since the dam was built.
Question: Is there any room to expand the boardwalk in the South Basin? Could it connect to the
Tumwater Trail around the historic brewhouse?
Thank you for the comment, we can consider that.
Question: Will the EIS look at re-opening any of the artesian wells?
Not at this time.

R ound Table Feedback
None

Public Comment
Comment: With no disrespect to Enterprise Services, they are not the appropriate agency to be
managing the system. Management should be turned over to agencies and staff with the
capabilities and resources. With the Hybrid, the lake should be turned over to the City. The estuary
portion should be turned over to the Squaxin Island Tribe.

Adjourn
Jessi adjourned the meeting at 3:02 PM.
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